
COPO “Vals sobre un escarabajo”
They are only five years, but we can talk about training with some experience, with a road trip .... they come
from Valencia, and his name is COPO.
Formed in Valencia in 2007, already with three self productions "Laberintos de hielo" (2007), "Matrioshka"
(2008) attended by Jordi Sopena (La Habitación Roja) and Paco Loco and "Juegos de Invierno" (2011) with
which they have received excellent reviews and won awards as "best demo of 2009" at the Club de Amigos
del Crimen of Radio Klara.

VALS SOBRE UN ESCARABAJO, no one second of filling
Lovers of the short and concentrates records (EP's) as the "Vals sobre un escarabajo" in any of the four
items on it is an excellent example of indie pop, COPO are in favor of offering at all times the best of himself.
And indeed so sure and even exceeded, this latest work is the best we have done so far.

"Recorded in February 2012 in Blackout by Carlos Soler Otte (who also takes charge of the
mixture) and mastered by Mario G. Alberni in Kadiforniastudio in April 2012. Four songs of
enormous vitality that reflect the exact moment that found the group. "Todos los santos" and
"La Gran Novedad Mundial" are two great songs that fascinate at first listen, the other two do
not need more. Complex sound density plots exploding in bright choruses such as "La Gran
Novedad Mundial" (possibly the best of those who have made COPO). Surprising is the
apotheosis, period epic "El Rey" that opens the album, with its coral development and rhythmic
forcefulness on ordering.
"Dias de Feria", an example of compositional maturity, sweet and nostalgic as it evokes the
days ... Without relinquishing the COPO sound already coined brought from previous work with
this release have managed to maintain their attachment to a noisiness that know how to give
respite and deal with equal mastery over the 4 minutes (on average) during the songs. No place
for excesses, not on this EP. But everything will come. "(Javier Perez Montes, El Club de
Amigos del Crimen at Radio Klara Valencia 104.4 FM).

TODOS LOS SANTOS
TODOS LOS SANTOS is the song that COPO has chosen to present the album and we also have a video clip
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nD5jn_4V_Rc). Intensity on guitars while freshness and clarity of ideas
concentrated in just over four minutes.

COPO are Victor Vila on drums, Alberto Lorente with guitar, keyboards and vocals, Antonio Requena by
guitar, keyboards and vocals and the latest addition to the low Rocío Carrasco as part of COPO since after
the recording of "Juegos de Invierno".
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